LETTER OF ANNOUNCEMENT

Lithuanian Medicines Verification System Goes Live

Vilnius 20th of April, 2018

Dear FMD stakeholders,

We are delighted to announce that on April 20, 2018 the Lithuanian Medicines Verification System (NVVS) was connected to the European Hub production environment.

We achieved this huge milestone with:

✓ Great spirit of collaboration with Colleagues from other NMVOs working with Solidsoft Reply, especially ZAPAZ,
✓ Trust and support from our Board,
✓ Guidance and inspiration from EMVO,
✓ Passion and dedication from the NVVO team including all experts helping us.

Starting next week we are starting the Pilot phase when together with manufacturers, wholesalers, pharmacies, hospitals and IT providers we will check how all processes related to the NMVS and FMD works in practice.

We would like to encourage all manufacturers to start uploading the data to the Hub. For Multimarket packs, please upload the data for Lithuania now and then retrospectively when national systems in Latvia and Estonia will go live.

I would like to use this opportunity and thank all MAHs who started and finished already onboarding procedure to the NVVO and calling other MAHs start it now. Early birds are entitled for benefits.

Please contact us by email: info@nvvo.lt or by phone: +37052030770.

Tomas Petkevičius
Director
National Medicines Verification Organization (NVVO)